Interfacial nematodynamics of heterogeneous curved isotropic-nematic moving fronts.
The early stages of liquid crystal phase ordering upon thermal quenches of isotropic phases into unstable and metastable temperature ranges is studied using two-dimensional (2D) computational solutions of the governing Landau-de Gennes (L-dG) equations for low molar mass nematic liquid crystals and analysis based on the corresponding interfacial nematodynamic model. The early phase ordering stage, for both unstable and metastable quenches of the isotropic phase, is shown to lead to highly textured nematic spherulites through a mechanism of interfacial defect nucleation. The underlying mechanisms of interface-driven texturing are elucidated using complementary 2D computational parametric studies of the bulk L-dG equation and analysis of the IN model. It is shown that for highly curved nanodomains and realistic elastic anisotropy, sharp interfacial transitions between uniaxial and biaxial states arise and are resolved by interfacial defect nucleation, which upon subsequent migration into the spherulite's interior leads to strong texturing. This paper shows that texture formation in the early stages of phase ordering is interface driven, and due to low interface tension, elastic anisotropy, and large curvature. Interfacial defect shedding in highly curved, low tension, anisotropic interfaces is a significant defect nucleation mechanism that needs to be taken into account when considering texturing processes.